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Although the author is in charge of ‘The Workplace Conditions and Industrial Relations’ for

the Joint Research titled ‘Development of Tourism in Queensland’, the author is still in the middle

of interviewing informants and collecting data. The author will therefore discuss ‘The bright and

the dark side of Brisbane as the mid-way point of tourism’, instead.

＊The case of Airtrain (train service for the connection

between the Airport and the City Centre)

Several years ago, a direct train service connecting the Airport of Brisbane and Gold Coast

was started. I remember that the news of the train service was reported with a fanfare also here in

Japan. It was during a visit to Australia in August 2002 that the author heard of the news. And the

author knew by chance from a local tour conductor that the train service was not so much availed

nor popular among the local people because of stiff fares.

Table A indicates a part of the data including the train schedule I obtained in the process of

investigation. Let us have a look at the fares which are criticized for being expensive.

As you see, a one-way ticket for an adult from the Airport of Brisbane to Gold Coast (Robina

Station) covering about 100 km and a return ticket cost respectively A$45 and A$85. And a one-

way ticket for an adult from the Airport of Brisbane to the City Centre (Roma Street Station) cov-

ering about 20 km and a return ticket costs A$14 while the same ticket can be purchased in any

Newsagency at the discount price of A$12.5.

The problem of the railway service consists of, as follows, what the transportation for the ac-

cess to Gold Coast should be.
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For this decade, QANTAS has made a great emphasis on the Airport of Gold Coast, Coolan-

gatta, located in the neighbouring area, for its business strategy in Queensland, as you see from the

fact that the number of international flights from the Airport has been increased. However, just 100

km away, there is the Airport of Brisbane functioning as a base for international flights especially

to New Zealand. In spite of the situation, there is no railway station in the scope of Central Busi-

ness District in Gold Coast for connecting the Airports of Gold Coast and Brisbane. That is to say,

the railway service does not function as a descent access.

Also, the railway service is utilized for the connection between the International and Domestic

Airports of Brisbane. But you will see from the train schedule that you sometimes have to wait for

30 minutes once you have missed the train.

We cannot help but regard the railway as a defective access on two points. The first thing is,

that the service is not convenient for passengers. And for the other, the policy of Qantas and that

of the Government of Queensland are in contradiction to each other.

＊The case of City Cat (river transportation on the Brisbane River)

The ferries called City Cat are an effective transportation system on the river to avoid traffic

jams on the road and the system has been positively operated by Brisbane City. Table B is its time

table. You can enjoy quite frequent returns between the several Departure Terminals in Brisbane

City and the University of Queensland. So, the system is convenient not only for tourists but also

for students, university staff and businesspersons.

Table A Airtrain Timetable in Queensland
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Let us examine the ferry system running across the Yodo River in Osaka City. As you see

from Table C, the time table and traveling routes, the ferry is available only every hour. Thus, we

can say that the service is exclusively for tourists. Although Osaka City has a highly developed un-

derground system, I believe that we could overcome the long-lasting traffic jams if the City posi-

tively operates the ferries as Brisbane City does.

Table B City Cat Timetable in Brisbane

City Cat Osaka Aqua Liner
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Based upon this brief note, the author would like to further discuss the workplace environ-

ments and conditions of those railway and ferry workers next time.

Table C Aqua Liner Timetable in Osaka
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